
BIG FISH ............................................................................................................... DETAILED LIST OF CHARACTERS 

EDWARD BLOOM – Ages from 18 to 60+  
Edward is a charming, charismatic storyteller. A devoted yet absent father nearing the end of his life and 
wanting to reconnect with his son. Comedy and charisma are essential. Must be a strong singer and mover. 
Vocal range: Strong tenor/baritone 

SANDRA BLOOM – Ages from 18 to 60+ Edward's wife, the love of his life  
Sandra is patient and calm, the perfect balance to Edward’s enthusiasm. She adores and appreciates Edward 
and tries to bring reconciliation to her husband and son, both of whom she loves. Strong singer and dancer. 
Vocal range: Mezzo or soprano  

WILL BLOOM – Edward’s son (ages 25-30)  
Edward’s son – is a realist and a pragmatist; and the polar opposite of Edward. His journey of reconciliation with 
his father is the story of the musical. This is the second male lead and requires a late 20’s early 30-year-old who 
is a strong actor and singer. Vocal range: Tenor  

YOUNG WILL – (age 8-12)  
The young version of Will is intrigued by his father's stories, but already starts to doubt their truth. With his 
father always on the road, he feels he is the man of the house.  
Vocal range: B below middle C to octave above middle C 

JOSEPHINE BLOOM – (age 20-30) Will’s lovely and funny wife 
Josephine is pregnant through most of the story. She’s charmed by Edward, and happily inserts herself into his 
stories. She is successful, sweet, intelligent, and organically compatible with Will. Josephine acts as the bridge 
between Edward and Will, explaining the deeper meaning of the stories. Vocal range: Mezzo soprano 

KARL – The Giant (age 18-50) Edward’s best friend 
Karl is shy, exceptionally intelligent, sad-sack loner, and has a quiet charisma. He needs a booming voice and a 
large personality. Vocal range: Bass  

AMOS CALLOWAY – (age 35-60) 
Amos is the rather eccentric, quirky owner of the circus that employs young Edward. He is a down-market P.T. 
Barnum with a secret. He promises to tell Edward the name of his true love in return for years of back-breaking 
labor. Performer needs strong comic chops. Vocal Range: Baritone  

DON PRICE – (age 25-40) Edward Bloom’s life-long nemesis (high school, college, and aging to mayor) 
Don is Sandra’s first fiancé and a snarky hot-headed bully. Bigger than life character. Vocal Range: Baritone  

THE WITCH – (age 30-60)  
Proprietress of a backwoods gin joint, The Witch sells fortunes for 50 cents. When she meets Edward Bloom, 
she immediately knows he’s special. She convinces Edward to pursue a Big Life without fear. The Witch is 
powerful and tragic. Vocal Range: Big belt to F#  

JENNY HILL – (age 20-35 actress plays Jenny as a teenager and aging to her mid-50s) 
One of Edward’s early childhood friends who he forgets but then who later becomes the recipient of his 
kindness. Vocal range: Mezzo soprano  



DOCTOR BENNETT – (age 45-75) Edward’s physician and good friend 
Doctor Bennett is warm, kind, frank, soft-spoken, and the epitome of a great small town doctor. No singing or 
dancing necessary. 

ENSEMBLE – Strong singers and movers – tap, ballet, acrobatics and stage combat skills a plus. Will play multiple 
characters, including the following: 

ZACKY PRICE – (age 25-40) Don’s younger brother (high school, college, and aging to later).  
Zacky is somewhat nerdy and easily-spooked, a shadow of the older brother he idolizes. He ultimately 
becomes instrumental in helping save the town of Ashton. Vocal range: Tenor  

RED FANG – (age 20-40) World War II villain. Strong mover with stage combat experience.  

FISHERMAN – Adult male (actor age 18-35) hometown redneck. Strong singer & dancer. 

ALABAMA LAMBS – Two of Sandra’s friends (actors age 15-25). Performs with Sandra at the circus. Needs 
strong singing and dancing skills. 

ASHTON MAYOR – (age 40-60) Typical small town good-guy mayor personality. Some singing and 
movement. No dancing.  


